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§Name
§Department
§One unique fact about yourself?
§What brought you here today?
§Confidence in creating good MC questions? 

§ A=not at all confident
§ B=some what confident 
§ C=pretty confident
§ D=very confident



§Multiple-choice question 
(MCQ) basics

§Bloom’s Taxonomy 

§ Incorporating Bloom’s 
Taxonomy into 
MCQs for higher-order 
(critical) thinking

§ Identify components of 
MCQs

§Understand & apply the 
different levels of Bloom’s 
Taxonomy

§Create MCQs that contain 
higher levels of Bloom’s



§ Take a moment and create you own multiple choice 
question. 

§Some ideas for topics: 
§You! 
§Florida State University 
§Your research area 



To ensure the quality of multiple-
choice questions, _____.

A. include several correct answer 
options

B. include qualifiers and 
absolutes

C. make some of the options and 
distractors negative

D. make all options and 
distractors similar in length



§Stem/prompt

To ensure the quality of multiple-
choice questions, _____.

A. include several correct answer 
options

B. include qualifiers and 
absolutes

C. make some of the options and 
distractors negative

D. make all options and 
distractors similar in length



§Responses, options, 
choices

To ensure the quality of multiple-
choice questions, _____.

A. include several correct answer 
options

B. include qualifiers and 
absolutes

C. make some of the options and 
distractors negative

D. make all options and 
distractors similar in length



§Distractors

To ensure the quality of multiple-
choice questions, _____.

A. include several correct 
answer options

B. include qualifiers and 
absolutes

C. make some of the options 
and distractors negative

D. make all options and 
distractors similar in length



§ The correct answer

To ensure the quality of multiple-
choice questions, _____.

A. include several correct answer 
options

B. include qualifiers and 
absolutes

C. make some of the options and 
distractors negative

D. make all options and 
distractors similar in length





§Two formats

§Format 1: The student must select the option that correctly 
completes the stem



§Format 2: The student must select the word or words that 
are missing from the statement



§The student must answer by evaluating and drawing 
conclusions about the scenario provided



§Students must reference the provided graphic to answer



§Returning to the MCQ that you created at the beginning of 
the workshop, how might you revise it to meet the 
guidelines we’ve discussed?





§ Bloom’s 
Taxonomy 
Explained 



§ Indicate which level of 
Bloom’s this question 
tests: 
§ A – Analyzing 
§ B – Applying
§ C – Remembering
§ D – Understanding 



§Remembering – recalling information



§ Indicate which level of 
Bloom’s this question 
tests: 
§ A – Analyzing 
§ B – Applying
§ C – Remembering
§ D – Understanding 



§Understanding – Identifying examples of a given term, 
concept, or principle.



§Understanding – Interpreting the meaning of an idea, 
concept, or principle.



Three approaches:

1. Real-world scenarios

2. Analysis of visuals

3. The answer plus the reason why



§ Indicate which level of 
Bloom’s this question 
tests: 
§ A – Creating 
§ B – Evaluating
§ C – Analyzing
§ D – Applying



§Analyzing – Analyzing charts, data to support conclusions.  



§ Indicate which level of 
Bloom’s the first part
of the question tests:
§ A – Creating 
§ B – Evaluating
§ C – Analyzing
§ D – Applying



§Applying – Using information, rules, and procedures in 
concrete situations. 



§ Indicate which level of 
Bloom’s the second 
part of the question 
tests:
§ A – Creating 
§ B – Evaluating
§ C – Analyzing
§ D – Applying



§Evaluating – Justifying a decision or a course of action.
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